
CLUSTER NEWS FLASH 

 Greetings to all of our readers 

once again. We come to you as we 

prepare for winding down the ECD 

cluster project. We trust that all has 

been well. 

 A lot has changed in the country 

in the last few months, with the rules 

around Covid-19 being dropped and 

responsibility shifting to individual 

discretion.  The cost of basic 

commodities has also been on the 

increase. These are indeed difficult 

times for everyone and we will have 

to tighten our belts as we strife to 

survive in the hope that things will 

improve over time. 

 The ECD Cluster Project which 

gave birth to this newsletter, is  

coming to an end. It was always 

planned as a two year project meant 

to be completed at the end of 2021. 

However, due to delays caused 

among others by the outbreak of 

Covid-19 the project has been  

extended and might even run until 

September 2022.  

 In keeping with the purpose of 

this newsletter, in this issue we once 

more share with you some of the 

work we have been doing in the 

communities as well as raise certain 

questions for discussion among us.  

 In this issue we put the spotlight 

on gender based violence as our 

lead story. We call on all of us to 

make an effort to fight this scourge. 

Until women and children can feel 

safe in our homes, streets and  

shopping malls, we cannot proudly 

call ourselves a free nation. 

Breaking the cycle of Gender Based Violence 
 Every quarter when the Minister of Police releases crime statistics, notable 
figures that are always alarmingly high are those that relate to gender based  
violence. The latest crime statistics show that in the period January to March 
2022, 10,818 people reported cases of rape, with almost half of these rapes 
(4,653) having taken place in the home of the rape victim. These only represent 
reported cases and do not include cases that were not reported to the police. The 
reality is that the majority of these cases are yet to result in arrests and  
convictions. Furthermore, these are cases of rape only, there are still figures on 
murder, assault, and so forth.  

 South Africa needs to reflect seriously, especially the men, on: what has gone 
wrong with our society? This is not just a crime and justice issue, it is a societal 
crisis that should be solved at multiple levels beyond the crime and justice  
systems. 

 In an effort to contribute to breaking this cycle and help to create a safer  
society for women and children, Thušanang embarked on a training course on 
Gender Based Violence, starting with building the capacity of our facilitators and 
then training ECD Practitioners so that they can take the discussion to their  
communities. In August and September our trainers will be running sessions on 
GBV with  community members in the different clusters.   
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 Gender Based Violence comes in many forms: physical violence or threat thereof,  

sexual violation or attempt thereof, unwanted sexual comments and advances,  

treatment of women as being “less than”, using money or other assets to control, such 

as preventing women from earning own income, ridiculing and forcing members of 

LGBTQIA+ (Lesbians, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer,  Intersex, Asexual)  

community to conform to certain expectations. 

 GBV can often be subtle and appear harmless: expecting women to do all the house-

hold chores alone even though we both come from a paid job, using derogatory  

language and names when addressing LGBTQIA+ people. 

Continued on page2 



Graduation 2022—Halala! 
 

 On Friday 24 June 2022 all roads led to the Thušanang Centre in  

Haenertsburg where a graduation ceremony was held.  The highlight of the 

day was the fifteen practitioners who obtained their Level 4 Qualification. 

This was the class that was tested the most as they had to carry on with 

their training even in the middle of the outbreak of Covid-19. Together with 

their trainers they adapted quickly to deliver and receive training online, with 

all the challenges that came with it.  

 At the same ceremony, 24 Supervisors who completed a course on how 

to manage an ECD centre also received their certificates. It is our hope that 

the management of the ECD centres will be improved.  

 There were also 15 practitioners from outside of the clusters who  

received their certificates for completing the ECD skills courses.  

 Thušanang decided this year to award a well preforming centre with a 

certificate of ‘Centre of the Year’, which was handed  to Lehlogonolo Day 

Care Centre from Topanama outside Tzaneen led by Mrs Alinah  

Mokhubidu. This award is meant to encourage all other centres to always 

keep the standards high in all the classes. 

 Halala to all the graduates and to Lehlogonolo for the great achieve-

ments. We encourage you to keep up the high standards that led you up to 

this point. 

 

 

Breaking the cycle 

of Gender Based 

Violence 
 

 In the training with communities  

Thušanang will be aiming to address 

this scourge at different levels. The most 

critical level will be to challenge all of us 

to take a good look at the values and 

beliefs that we have about gender and 

how these influence our attitudes and 

actions towards other genders. We will 

also be looking at the way we raise  

children, looking at the kinds of values, 

beliefs and social norms that we pass 

on to them.  Most of these are closely 

linked with culture and traditions and it 

will be important for all of us to review 

some of the cultural and traditional  

beliefs that we grew up accustomed to 

and how these invariably contribute to 

gender based violence. 

 In the sessions, no one person will 

claim to have all the answers, but we 

will all be exploring together, motivated 

by the desire to make our communities 

safer for women, children, members of 

the LGBTQIA+ community as well as 

men. 

 We will also be hoping that after the 

training people will continue to talk 

about gender based violence in the  

different circles of community life. If we 

can break the silence around gender 

based violence, we will have taken a 

giant step towards breaking the cycle. It 

has emerged in various studies about 

GBV that one of the driving factors that 

keeps it going is silence; silence by  

survivors, silence by witnesses, silence 

by friends and family members of both 

victims and perpetrators and silence by 

those with the ability to take action on it. 

 We invite you to find out from your 

Cluster Coordinator when and where the 

training is taking place and make time to 

attend. By so doing you will have taken 

a step and a stand. 

Did you know? 

 Training involves class attendance AND implementation of learning at your  

centre. You write tests for the theory in class and get assessed for the practical 

implementation at your centre. You have to pass both in order to obtain your  

qualification. 

 The Level 4 Qualification comprises of 23 Unit Standards which are grouped into 

Fundamentals (11 Unit Standards) Core (8 Unit Standards) and Electives (4 Unit 

Standards).  

  

 

ECD Level 4 graduates 
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 A day with my father 

 On 18 April 2022 REAL (Responsible, Engaged And Loving) Fathers hosted their first children’s event at Makubung 
where fathers spent the day playing with their children and grand children. The event was also attended by Phuthanang 
Child Safety Forum from Mamatsha. It was a day full of fun, with a jumping castle, football and many other games like 
the sack race, three legged race and a football match.  

 REAL Fathers is a forum of men who share a vision of Responsible Engaged And Loving fathers who spend quality 
time with their children and play a central role in raising their children. These men want to set a good example for 
younger men regarding fatherhood.  

 In addition to playing, children received story books donated to Thušanang Trust by the Solon Foundation through 
Book Dash. Their fathers make time to read the books with the children and grand children. There were also messages 
shared on the day about the importance of being present in the lives of children. Children were also given an opportunity 
to share what they hope for and expect from their fathers. It was a day filled with fun and laughter all round, thanks to 
everyone who contributed towards the event. 

 

Empowering Community Based  

Organisations 

 REAL Fathers and Phuthanang Child Safety Forum are 

two community based organisations that emerged from  

community dialogues to improve the well being of children. 

As the ECD Cluster project is drawing to an end, Thušanang 

saw fit to provide training to the members of these forums so 

that they can remain sustainable. During the months of May 

and June the two forums attended training on conflict  

management, how to administer finances with respect to self 

help group approach as well as small business skills.  

  

 As part of the small business skills training, each person 

who attended had an opportunity to generate some small 

business ideas and develop a plan for starting and running 

it. The participants left highly motivated to start some  

businesses from which they can support themselves and 

their families. We will keep an eye on how the ideas  

develop. 

  

 In the months of August and September, more support 

and training will be offered to these groups so that they can 

grow in strength and continue to impact their communities 

positively. We encourage the members of these forums to 

remain focused and determined as they grow their  

organisations. All big and well known organisations started 

small and grew steadily. 

 Left: Children and 

parents during the 

children’s day  

organized by REAL 

Fathers. 

Right: Children 

playing on a  

jumping castle as 

part of the day’s 

festivities.  



 

Contact Us 

Cluster Coordinator:  Mapula Maake            

073 802 9516 

Project Coordinator: Peter Sekgobela                 

072 678 1421 

peter@thusanangtrust.org.za 

Office Line: 015 065 0232                               

Office Cell:  083 379 5656   

Facebook Page: Thušanang Trust 

Website: www.thusanangtrust.org.za 

Duplo Training 

  In ECD we say: children learn through play, which makes playing a very serious busi-

ness for children. In the month of June, practitioners came together at the Thušanang 

Centre to attend a course on how to facilitate learning using Duplo blocks. These are very 

colourful blocks that children often like to play with to construct various objects. In the 

training, the practitioners learnt various techniques of how this resource can be utilised to 

get the maximum benefit for children. 

  

 They learnt how to construct various objects such as cars, buildings, machines, and 

animals. They also learnt how to construct letters of the alphabet and to write words which 

can then be used at different times during the course of their daily programme. They could 

even play other sporting activities such as pretending to fish using these blocks. In other 

words, the purpose of the training was to explore the many different benefits that can be 

derived using the Duplo. This was such an eye opening experience for most of them when 

they realised how much one can do with this simple but versatile resource. For the cherry 

on top, each Centre received at least one box of Duplo to use in their play rooms. 

WASH Training 

 Water is life, but it has to be 

handled and stored in hygienic 

ways, otherwise it can become a 

threat to life. This was part of the 

core message when Thušanang 

conducted training on water,  

sanitation and hygiene (WASH). 

 Practitioners from all three 

clusters took part in this training 

with a view that they will promote 

the implementation of safe  

hygiene practices at their centres 

and train caregivers from their 

communities to do the same in 

their homes. Each participant  

received a package of resources 

that will help them to pass the 

knowledge to others.  

 In this way children will not 

only be safe from water and  

sanitation related illnesses but 

will also grow up practicing good  

hygiene habits. 

Left: A 

demonstration 

of how Duplo 

can be used 

to promote 

early literacy  

Right:       

Construction 

activity using 

Duplo  

Below is an example of some of 

the resources provided to  

practitioners after the WASH  

training. 


